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Vocal Health Tips
for singers

You only have one set of 

vocal cords, treat them well 

because they cannot be 

easily replaced.

As they say, prevention is far 

better than cure. If you want 

to be singing for a long time 

or are thinking of making it 

your career then  commit  to 

becoming disciplined in vocal 

f i tness and care. I f you 

haven ' t a l ready , f ind a 

teacher who understands 

how  the voice works and can 

give you vocal training to 

correct your weaknesses and 

build on your strengths.

 

Developing your voice will 

take time and patience. But 

the pay off is a fit  and healthy 

voice that wont let you down, 

allows you to sing without fear 

of cracking, going out of tune 

or conking out after one or 

two songs.

Because the voice is a muscle 

it requires regular exercise to 

strengthen and develop. It is 

best to do short regular 

practice sessions, for instance 

20-30 minutes 3 or more times 

a week will be far more 

effective than 1 long session, 

once a week.   

  Obviously the ideal is to not 

need any medical 

intervention in the first place, 

but should you be unfortunate 

enough to develop vocal 

problems get something done 

sooner rather than later. A 

slight delay at this stage of 

your singing development is 

preferable to later down the 

track when more is at stake. 

(Think Adele, John Mayer)

This booklet has some handy 

tips for getting started with 

vocal care and development. 

I hope you find this booklet 

usefulplease feel free to give 

me feedback by emailing me 

at line@linehilton.com.

Wishing you lots of happy 

singing!

Line
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‣Drink plenty of fluid 
aim for 8-10 glasses per 
day (avoid tea, coffee, 
alcohol or Coca-Cola)

‣Get enough sleep. 
Tiredness will affect your 
voice in the same way 
any muscular 
performance is affected.

‣Eat regular meals 
and a balanced diet

‣Avoid irritants such 
as spicy food, tobacco, 
smoky environment, 
excessive dust and 
alcohol

‣Avoid late night 
eating as this may 
encourage indigestion 
which in turn effects the 
voice

‣DO NOT suck 
medicated lozenges 
unless you have a sore 
throat. These numb the 
area allowing you to 
do more damage. 
Menthol has a drying 
effect

‣To keep the mouth 
moist suck ordinary 
pastilles or chew gum

Vocal Health Advice
As	  advised	  by	  The	  Harley	  Street	  Voice	  Centre	  London	  W1

The Institute of 
Medicine 
determined that an 
adequate intake for 
men is roughly 3 
litres (about 13 
cups) of total 
beverages a day. 
For  women is 2.2 
litres (about 9 
cups) of total 
beverages a day.

Taken from the 
Mayo Clinic 
website
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What if I get sick?
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During	  an	  ACUTE	  infec1on	  
e.g.	  cold/flu/sore	  throat

• increase fluid take.
• steam inhalation twice a 

day (without adding 
anything to  the water).

• rest your body.  
• rest your voice but DO 

NOT whisper.
• DO NOT gargle with aspirin 

this can cause vocal cord 
bleeding. 

When	  to	  see	  an	  
Ear	  Nose	  and	  Throat	  	  (ENT)	  

specialist

If you experience any of the 
following: 

Prolonged  (>2 weeks)
• loss of voice
• hoarseness
• throat pain
• loss of range
• change in vocal 

quality, strength or 
pitch 

FACT!
During a sneeze the average speed of air blowing over your vocal cords is 100m/161kph

During a cough upwards of 60m/96.5kph
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Influences on the voice

• General health of singer. Cold/flu, 
other infections such as in the sinuses, 
throat or ears.

• Medical conditions. Such as thyroid 
problems, chronic fat igue/ME, 
respiratory conditions e.g. Reflux, 
asthma, vocal issues e.g. polyps, 
nodules, Temporomandibular Joint 
(TMJ) Dysfunction. 

• Hydration. If you feel thirsty it’s 
already too late. It takes 2 hours for 
anything you drink to have an effect 
on your hydration level. Drink enough 
to make the colour of your urine 
clear (1.5-3L/d). More if you are 
exercising. Alcohol and caffeine 
dehydrate the cells. Fruit contains 
H2O. Avoid eucalyptus and menthol 
too.

• Throat clearing/coughing. Very 
abusive to vocal cords. Steam, sip 
water when possible limit throat 
clearing. If coughing is excessive 
consider cough medicine or see your 
GP.

• Hormona l changes . PMS and 
menopause.

• Physical tiredness. 

• Emotional issues.

• Poor vocal technique

• Diet. Studies have shown there is 
no correlation between milk 
c o n s u m p t i o n a n d m u c o u s 
production unless you have 
intolerance to lactose. If you suffer 
reflux avoid acidic foods e.g. 
citrus, tomatoes, spices, caffeine 
and eating late at night. Avoid 
any foods you have an allergy 
towards. 

• Drugs . I l l i c i t o r p resc r ibed . 
Hormonal pill may affect vocal 
cord thickness, asthma puffers, 
antihistamines, antiseptics may dry 
t h e v o c a l c o r d s , s o m e 
a n t i d e p r e s s a n t s a n d a c n e 
medications will affect surface of 
vocal cord. Medications that 
numb the throat and thin the 
blood e.g. aspirin should also be 
avoided. Smoking pot is 20 worse 
that cigarettes on the vocal cords. 
Cocaine…think Whitney, Daniella 
Westbrook –need I say more.

• Alcohol. Very drying and makes 
you ‘think’ you can sing better 
than you really can!

• Environment. Air-con, extreme 
cold, extreme heat, dryness, dusty, 
chemicals etc.

• Smoke. Primary or secondary 
source. Dries vocal cords.

• Talking over loud noises. Gigs, 
parties, working around loud 
machinery.

• Excessive talking. This includes jobs 
that require a lot of talking e.g. 
teaching, call centre work.

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL



some physical warm ups
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 Singing is a physical activity and requires the use of muscles, ligaments and joints. You need to 
recognise that just like an athlete prepares to compete you must also prepare to sing and perform. Your 
vocal cords and the muscles you use to sing and perform need to be warmed up, whether it is for a 

performance or a rehearsal. You risk injury if you perform with out any preparation. 

(Please do not do these exercises if you have acute pain or chronic injury to the area involved)

Body	  awareness	  

1. Stand still and relaxed for a few  moments, tune into your body. Scan it 
down and up and notice any tension. Breathe deeply and see if you can 
release the tension you find with each 'out' breath.

2. Circle left ankle, knee, hip joint, then gently shake out leg, then circle 
right ankle, knee and hip joint and shake out right leg. Be aware of your 
grounding and distribute your weight evenly between the balls and heals 
of your feet. 

Spine	  roll	  
Stand relaxed with your feet hip width apart. Let your chin rest gently down 
on your chest, and then let your body curl slowly forwards and downwards 
one vertebra at a time until your hands are hanging as close as is 
comfortable to the floor. Keep your knees slightly bent and loose. Shake 
your head and hands gently  to make sure they are hanging completely 
relaxed, then slowly uncurl yourself to the upright position feeling your 
vertebrae stack one upon the other from the bottom up. Repeat move 
and then swing from side to side, letting your hips sway freely 

Shoulder	  stretches

1. Loosen the shoulders by raising them towards your ears and letting them 
drop under their own weight

2. Circle the shoulders forward and backward, together and alternately.

3. Stretch your arms out at the side, as if trying to reach a wall with your 
finger tips, do the same forward and backwards

Neck	  stretches	  	  

1. Relax your head gently to the right so that your right ear is resting just 
above your right shoulder.  Move your head forward and down under its 
own weight, making a half circle so that your left ear ends up over your left 
shoulder.  Go back and forth a few  times until your neck feels loose and 
relaxed.

2. Stretch your chin up to the ceiling and then down to your chest x3-4 times



some vocal warm ups
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 It is vital that you get your voice ready to do the task you set it when going out 
to sing. Put it this way would you go run a marathon with out training, coaching and 
waming up? So why ask your voice to go out and hit those high notes with out getting 
it ready to do so.

If you have any acute throat pain or injury do not do these exercises. 

Warming up the articulators

1. Move your mouth as if you are vigorously  chewing something. Feel how 
this involves all the facial muscles, especially those around the lips. 

2. Jaw  massage – clench your hands into loose fists and place your fists 
over your cheek muscles on either side of your face between your upper 
and lower jaw.  Massage the muscles gently  in circular movements until 
they feel nicely relaxed.

3. Tongue stretch – stick out your tongue as far as it  can go, at  someone 
standing across the room, then curl it  inwards and backwards to touch the 
sof palate at the back of your mouth.  Then work your tongue in an up-
and-down chewing movement.

More	  ar1cula1on	  exercises

Tongue twisters  are great to help with articulation. Try  different ones to 
exercise the back of the tongue (G and K words), the tip of the tongue 
(D, J, L, N, T, Z) and the lips (B, M, P, V)

Here are two to start you off: 

The lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue, the tip of the tongue, the teeth, 
the lips.

Ruby red rubber baby buggy bumpers.

GeCng	  the	  voice	  moving

1. Start by humming on a low note, slide the hum up and down your 
range going higher each time. Don't get louder and come back down if 
you feel any strain.

2. Now do the same with a lip bubble. Pop your fingers under the corner 
of your lips and push up slightly to keep lips relaxed and loose. Imagine 
you are about to say bubble but roll the ‘b’.

3. Now take the lip bubble on a scale and move the scale up through all 
the keys you can and back again.

Breath control exercises- starting with a low abdominal breath

1. On the sound SSS time how long your breath will last, try and increase 
each day.

2. Extending breath control: At 60 bpm and on a count of 4 inhale 
deeply, hold for 4 then exhale for 4 on the sound SH…continue by 
increasing each count by 1

3. Increasing breath distance: Inhale deeply, as you exhale count out 
loud (at 60bpm) as far as the breath will last. Repeat and see if you can 
extend you count. Do this daily and you will extend the time your breath 
can last. This is a great exercise to long or fast phrases where it is difficult 
to a place to take a breath



Performance Workshop
for singers
Whether you are wanting to 
audition for the next series of The 
Voice without cracking up in front of 
the judges, or you are getting ready 
to gig in public or already perform 
but feel your performance suffering 
from your nerves or is lacking that 
‘special something’, this workshop 
will help you.

The Performance Workshop is held 
regularly and is suitable for singers of 
all levels . Gain confidence, 
improve your performance skills or 
try new ideas out.

At this workshop you will be given 
strategies, tips and feedback to 
help your specific needs as you 
‘workshop’ a performance.

Learn to:

*Feel confident on stage and in 
front of an audience
*Develop a rapport with your 
audience
*Cope with the ‘nerves’ and ‘stress’
*Connect to the lyrics
*Access the ‘diva/o’ within to put 
on a hypnotic performance
*Discover the artist within
*Walk off stage feeling happy with 
your performance
*Feel comfortable singing into a 
microphone 
*Plus much more.

Click HERE to find our more or book 
your place

Classes are limited in size and 
recorded onto audio or video for 
you to review later.

About me

I am a singing teacher and performance 
coach; passionate about teaching and helping 
performers unleash their potential. This is driven 
by my selfish desire to gain pleasure out of 
an authentic, creative and well crafted 
performance. 

As an audience member I love to be 
transported and to have my soul touched, the 
voice is perfectly suited to doing this. As a 
singing teacher, I gain immense pleasure, in 
watching a person explore and unveil their 
possibilities. It’s exciting to help someone reach 
his or her goals and dreams.

Over the last 15 years of teaching I have 
seen this happen many, many times. From shy 
and mouse-like to a stage diva; from amateur 
into a professional; from vocally injured and 
depressed to healthy and unstoppable. 

I feel fortunate to have shared so many 
journeys helping singers to gain vocal freedom 
and blessed to have made many good friends 
along the way.  Without a doubt, my students 
are my greatest teachers.

What I do

I provide singing lessons/training and 
performance coaching for professional and non 
professional singers. I cover vocal technique, 
vocal therapy and performance coaching.  

Throughout the year I run courses and 
workshops on performance skills, performance 
mind-set and singing teacher training. In 
addition I run vocal health workshops for 
professional voice users (teachers, speakers, 
musical directors, actors etc) along side a 
Speech and Language Therapist.

Where I do it

I work from Sing Vocal Studio in Hampstead, 
NW3 London and also in Pirbright, near 
Guildford, Surrey. I also go to the client, whether 
that is at their home, in the recording studio or 
where ever they are performing and am 
available via Skype.

For further details on the technique I teach 
please click HERE to find out more about my 
teaching.

To book please email info@linehilton.com.

In the meantime happy singing!

Line

‘The only reason 
for mastering 
technique is to 
make sure the 
body does not 
prevent the soul 
from expressing 
itself’. 
            La Meri
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I gained some really 
valuable insights during the 
workshop. It made me think 
much more about what I do as 
a total package. 

I learned a great deal 
from the feedback given to 
other performers as we all as 
myself. I would definitely go 
again. 

Paul Dunn, vocalist/pianist
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